II. Introduction
T dimensional simulations of axial turbomachinery flows based on numerical solutions of the nonlinear Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations are today commonplace within both academia and industry. Often, these simulations consist of several blade rows in relative motion coupled by so called blade row interfaces. The most common interface in use today is the mixing plane for which radial profiles of circumferentially averaged flow properties are transferred between the blade rows. This approach allows steady simulations to be performed efficiently, since azimuthal variations in the flow are mixed out before being transfered across the interface. Time accurate simulations employing a sliding grid interface to couple the blade rows does on the other hand enable unsteady blade row interactions to be included in the analysis, but are also much more computationally demanding [1] . In recent years, the nonlinear Harmonic Balance method [2] and the nonlinear Frequency Domain method [3] have therefore gained significant attention as efficient alternatives for performing unsteady simulations of turbomachinery blade row interactions. When these methods are used, a mode matching condition which only transfers resolved frequencies between the blade rows is commonly employed [1, 4, 5] .
For simulations employing either a mixing plane or a mode matching condition the solution often appears discontinuous across the interface. This occurs because only a limited amount of all the information available on one side of the interface is transferred to the other side when these methodologies are employed [1] . This discontinuity must be properly addressed in the formulation of the interface if spurious reflections are to be prevented from being generated at the interface. In this work, the theory behind the exact, two dimensional nonreflecting boundary condition for a single frequency and azimuthal wave number developed by Giles [6, 7] , whose work in turn is based on the early work of Engquist and Majda [8] , has been adopted for this purpose. In particular, the aim of the current work has been to implement a nonreflecting interface formulation, which is applicable to both steady simulations as well as unsteady simulations using the Harmonic Balance method. When the formulation is applied to unsteady simulations it is nonlocal in both space and time. This is however not a problem in the context of the Harmonic Balance method since the entire time period then is stored in the solution. It should also be noted that we employ the method proposed by Saxer and Giles [9] for extending the two dimensional theory developed by Giles to three dimensional flows.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, an overview of how a mode matching interface that does not employ any nonreflecting treatment may be implemented is presented. This is used to highlight the necessity of adding nonreflecting treatment to the interface in order to avoid spurious reflections. After this, the theory necessary for constructing the nonreflecting interface developed in this work is covered in detail. An algorithm for implementing this interface is also provided and its implications on the stability of the numerical scheme are briefly discussed. Lastly, the implementation of the nonreflecting interface into the Chalmers developed G3D::Flow code is verified for two dimensional wave propagation inside a straight cascade.
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III. Method
A. Mode Matching Condition at Blade Row Interface
Turbomachinery blade rows in relative motion generate an unsteady flow field that can be represented by a set of circumferential lobes, each one having a certain nodal diameter and corresponding frequency with which it rotates. In this work we only consider turbomachines that consist of two blade rows, for which case the circumferential lobes will attain the following nodal diameters [4, 10] m n,k = k N 1 + nN 2 (1) Here, N 1 and N 2 represent the number of blades in the first and second blade row respectively. In G3D::Flow, the flow in each blade row is simulated in the relative frame of reference. This causes a lobe defined by Eq. (1) to rotate at a different frequency in each relative frame equal to the relative blade passing frequency of the adjacent blade row [5] 
In this equation, Ω 1 and Ω 2 denote the rotational speed of the first and second blade row respectively. The periodic flow defined by Eqs. (1) and (2) may be represented by a double Fourier series expansion as follows [5] q(x, r, θ, t) =
Here, N h and N a represent the number of temporal and azimuthal harmonics that are included in the series expansion and q = (ρ, v x , v r , v θ , p) T is a vector that contains the primitive flow variables in cylindrical coordinates and the absolute frame of reference. The time-azimuthal Fourier coefficients in Eq. (3) are obtained by integrating the temporal Fourier coefficients of the primitive flow variables according tô
Furthermore, the temporal Fourier coefficients can be calculated in either of two ways depending on if the flow is simulated using the time-accurate solver [5] or the time-spectral Harmonic Balance method [2] available in G3D::Flow. In the first case, a moving average technique [11] is used to update the coefficients, and in the latter case they are obtained from a discrete Fourier transform over all N t = 2N h + 1 time levels that constitute the Harmonic Balance solution.
The purpose of the blade row interface used in this work is to ensure that the time-azimuthal Fourier coefficients obtained on each side of the interface match. In the original implementation of the interface described in [12] this was accomplished according to the method presented by Olausson [5] , which in turn is similar to the interface treatment developed by Gerolymos et al. [11] for the Chorochronic method and Ekici et al. [4, 13] for the Harmonic Balance method. In this implementation it is assumed that the mesh on each side of the interface is divided into bands of faces with constant radius. For each of these bands the flow field is first sampled according to Eq. (4) to obtain a set of time-azimuthal Fourier coefficients on both sides of the interface. Coefficients obtained at a certain radial location on one side of the interface are then used to calculate an exterior state for all cells at the same radial location on the other side of the interface using Eq. (3). Once this exterior state has been obtained, the flux over these cells may finally be calculated. This way, the flow state on each side of the interface is driven to match that sampled on the other side.
Matching of Fourier coefficients, which we hereinafter will refer to as mode matching, can however only be performed for those coefficients that are resolved on both sides of the interface, i.e. for Fourier coefficients whose indices satisfy n, k ≤ min(N h , N a ) c.f. Eq. (3). This causes the solution to be discontinuous across the interface with respect to all flow perturbations generated by the higher harmonics, which in turn may yield spurious reflections. A simple solution to this problem would be to increase the number of temporal and azimuthal harmonics sampled on both sides of the interface until all relevant flow perturbations are included in the sampling. This may however not always be possible, especially with the Harmonic Balance method for which the computational cost increases with the number of time levels (2N h + 1). In these cases different strategies have therefore been developed to ensure that the discontinuous flow field does not cause any spurious reflections. One approach is to treat all Fourier coefficients which do not have a counter part in the adjacent blade row using the nonreflecting boundary condition theory of Giles [6, 7] for two dimensional flows and the extension of Giles' theory to three dimensional flows proposed by Saxer and Giles [9] . This approach has been applied to two dimensional flows by e.g. Ekici et al. [4, 13] . In addition to this it is also possible to formulate the mode matching condition at the interface in terms of the nonreflecting boundary condition theory as was done for three dimensional flows by e.g. Frey et al. [1] . In this work we follow the latter strategy and formulate a mode matching interface which treats all Fourier coefficients in a consistent way based on the nonreflecting theory of Giles [6, 7] and Saxer and Giles [9] . In the upcoming sections the nonreflecting theory developed by these authors will be reviewed and we will then proceed to define our mode matching algorithm.
B. Linearized Euler Equations in Two Dimensions
A fundamental assumption behind the nonreflecting theory developed by Giles [6, 7] is that the flow close to a boundary or interface obeys the linearized Euler equations in two dimensions. When this theory is extended to three dimensions one instead assumes that the flow along cylindrical surfaces with constant radius obeys the following form of the linearized Euler equations [9] ∂q ∂t
Here, q = q − q denotes a perturbation of the primitive flow variables relative to a circumferentially+temporally averaged mean state q. Note that the mean state corresponds to the zeroth Fourier coefficient in Eq. (4), which in turn implies that q may be obtained by omitting n, k = 0 in Eq. (3). The flux Jacobians A and C in Eq. (5) are further defined as follows
For a perfect ideal gas, γp = ρ c 2 , where c is the average speed of sound and γ the ratio of specific heats.
If Eq. (5) is to be a good representation of the flow it must hold that the perturbations are small in amplitude, viscous effects can be neglected, the mean flow varies slowly in both the axial and radial direction and that the mean velocity vector has a negligible radial component. It must also hold true that the flow perturbations do not vary in the radial direction, i.e. that q consist of planar waves in the (x, θ)-plane. The advantage of constructing the nonreflecting interface based on Eq. (5) is that the analysis can be performed independently at each radial position. If in contrast radial flow variations would be included in Eq. (5) the whole boundary must be considered simultaneously in the analysis [14] . This has the benefit of potentially improving the results, but also increases the complexity and computational cost of the implementation.
C. Modal Decomposition based on Linearized Euler Equations
The linear nature of Eq. (5) implies that each contribution to q caused by a single time-azimuthal Fourier coefficient in Eq. (3) develops independently of the others, which in turn means that we can treat all the Fourier coefficients independently in the construction of the nonreflecting interface. A flow perturbation caused by a single Fourier coefficient is further assumed to be composed of waves on the following form
Here, k x denotes the axial wave number of the wave and k z z = mθ, where k z = m/r is the azimuthal wave number of the wave and z = rθ. If the same convention is applied to Eq. (5), it will read as follows
By combining Eqs. (7) and (8) one obtains
From this equation an eigenvalue problem for k x , with corresponding eigenvectorq(r), may be derived by multiplying from the left by A
Note that this eigenvalue problem can only be constructed if A is invertible, which holds true if its determinant
In order to satisfy this we will therefore assume that the mean axial velocity is strictly positive and subsonic (0 < v x < c). From Eq. (10) it can also be seen that the matrix (ωA
which we seek eigenvalues is only nontrivial when ω and k z are not both zero at the same time. This special case represents the circumferentially+temporally averaged mean flow, which will be treated separately in the construction of the nonreflecting interface.
If the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (10) is solved we will obtain a set of five eigenvalues, k x,i , and corresponding eigenvectors,q i , which may be inserted together with the given pair of ω and k z in Eq. (7) to obtain all waves that are allowed to exist according to Eq. (8) . The blade row interface presented in this work is based on decomposing each flow perturbation caused by a single time-azimuthal Fourier coefficient into these five waves. The direction of propagation of these waves relative to the interface, calculated based on the axial wave numbers, is then used to construct a nonreflecting exterior state on both sides of the interface. Before this can be done, however, we must define the eigenvalues/eigenvectors.
Convected Waves
The first three eigenvalues of the matrix (ωA −1 − k z A −1 C) are all equal and read as follows
It turns out that one can find three orthogonal eigenvectors corresponding to this eigenvalue, which in this work have been chosen as followsq
These eigenvectors respectively represent an entropy wave, radial vorticity wave and axial-circumferential vorticity wave. Since both the frequency and azimuthal wave numbers are real, the rate at which these waves propagate may be determined by examining the group velocity, whose axial component is given by
From this we may conclude that the entropy and both vorticity waves are convected downstream with the flow, as would be expected.
Acoustic Waves
The remaining two eigenvalues are given by
where
The corresponding eigenvectors to k x,4 and k x,5 have been chosen as followŝ
These eigenvectors correspond to two acoustic waves which are either propagating (cut-on) or exponentially decaying (cut-off). The switch between these two states is determined by the factor Λ in Eq. (15) . If it is positive, the wave numbers in Eq. (14) will be real and the waves will consequently propagate with an axial group velocity given by
For the subsonic axial mean flow assumed in this work it is possible to prove that one of these group velocities will be positive and the other one negative, corresponding to one upstream and one downstream traveling wave. In cases where Λ is negative, Eq. (14) will instead yield two complex axial wave numbers, one with positive and one with negative imaginary part. This corresponds to one wave decaying exponentially in the negative x direction and one in the positive x direction. In this work we assume that the direction in which a cut-off wave is decaying is the same as the direction of propagation of the wave. It must however be pointed out that the topic of causality of waves is much deeper than this [15] , and the assumption made in this work is therefore not to be considered a complete answer to the question of where the waves originate. The special case for when Λ = 0 is sometimes referred to as acoustic resonance [16] . This case can be seen to yield two identical eigenvalues in Eq. (14) which in turn results in two collinear eigenvectors in Eq. (16) . In order to avoid this, and thus keep the two acoustic waves unique for all situations, we have adopted the method proposed by Frey et al. [16] , which will be outlined next.
Extension to Account for Acoustic Resonance
The method proposed in [16] for handling acoustic resonance is based on adding a small amount of damping to Eq. (8) according to
Here, ε > 0 is some small parameter that sets the amount of damping. The result of adding damping to the governing equation is that the acoustic waves satisfying Eq. (18) always will be cut-off and unique, thus preventing the acoustic resonance solution from existing. To see this we proceed by inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (18) and multiply the result by A −1
to obtain the following new eigenvalue problem
This equation can also be obtained by replacing the frequency in Eq. (10) by the following, modified frequencỹ
Consequently, the solution to Eq. (19) may be obtained by replacing ω byω in all the formulas previously provided. If this is done, it is found that the factor Λ becomes
This factor never becomes zero and thus ensures that we always obtain two unique acoustic eigenvalues whenω is used in Eq. (14) . To prove this, assume that Λ(ω) = 0 + 0i under some circumstance. This implies that ω − k z v θ = 0 for the imaginary part to be zero. In this case, the real part of Λ(ω) can be seen to be strictly negative, which contradicts the original assumption. The fact that both eigenvalues always remain complex, and thus correspond to cut-off waves, have not been proven in this work but the interested reader is instead referred to [16] .
In [16] it is also shown that the group velocity of a wave that would be cut-on according to the original theory coincides with the direction of damping of the wave after the frequency has been modified according to Eq. (20) . This means that we can use the sign of the imaginary part of the axial wave number to determine the direction of propagation of all the acoustic waves, which is the strategy adopted in this work. The modification of the frequency defined in Eq. (20) is further applied consistently to both the convected and acoustic waves with a damping factor equal to ε = 10 −3 c/P, where P the pitch of the blade row. A similar value of the damping factor has previously been used in [1, 16] . The mean axial velocity is however still used to determine the direction of propagation of the convected waves. It should also be noted that the modified frequency should not be applied in Eq. (3) since the modification only applies when the eigenvalue problem is being solved.
Left Eigenvectors
The eigenvectors derived in the previous sections may be conveniently grouped into a matrix as follows
The inverse of T contains the left eigenvectors to the matrix (ωA −1 − k z A −1 C). As will be shown later these vectors may be used to measure the amplitude of the waves that constitute a flow perturbation caused by a certain time-azimuthal Fourier coefficient. Before this is done, however, it should be questioned whether T always remains invertible and well defined. As noted before, acoustic resonance will make the two acoustic eigenvectors collinear and thus prevent T from having full rank. If it is assumed that acoustic resonance does not occur, and the modification to ω defined in Eq. (20) is not used, it is a fairly simple task to prove that Tx = 0 only has trivial solutions under the assumptions stated previously. In addition to this, it can also be proven that all columns in T remain well defined in the sense that they neither become a zero vector, nor include a division by zero. In this work we do however want to include the modification proposed in [16] to be able to deal with acoustic resonance points as well. As discussed previously, this modification in itself does indeed prevent acoustic resonance from causing issues. Whether the matrix T still remains invertible and well defined under all other circumstances is however unknown to the authors. It is believed that this is the case, but it might happen that the introduction of ε requires some additional constraints that have not been considered in this work. It should also be pointed out that the structure of the eigenvectors adopted in this work is the same as used in [14] .
Under the assumption that T is invertible the left eigenvectors may be obtained from the rows of T −1 , which read as follows
In the next section we will combine the left and right eigenvectors to construct the nonreflecting interface.
D. Construction of Nonreflecting Rotor-Stator Interface
The construction of the nonreflecting rotor-stator interface begins by sampling the flow along bands of constant radius on both sides of the interface according to Eq. (4). The temporal Fourier coefficients used in this equation are further obtained by sampling the primitive flow variables converted to the absolute frame of reference and using the relative blade passing frequency in Eq. (2) as the dual variable. If the node distribution on both sides of the interface does not match in the radial direction, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , an interpolation step is also performed. In this case, an area-weighted average of the Fourier coefficients representing the exterior solution is formed to obtain a new set of Fourier coefficients at the same radial location that the interior solution was sampled. This procedure is also illustrated in Fig. 1 for the case when the A-Side of the interface represents the interior solution. When an exterior state to the B-Side cells is calculated the picture is naturally mirrored. 
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The flow perturbations caused by a time-azimuthal Fourier coefficients sampled at the interior and exterior (q int , q ext ) may in the absolute frame of reference be written respectively as follows
In this equation, k z = m n,k /r where m n,k is the nodal diameter of the flow perturbation defined in Eq. (1). In the absolute frame the frequency will further read as follows
This frequency has been obtained by performing a Doppler shift of a flow perturbation in Eq. (3) to the absolute frame of reference. The reason for doing this is that we perform the nonreflecting analysis in the absolute frame. Alternatively, one can choose to perform the analysis in the relative frame of each individual blade row. In this case, the tangential velocity of the exterior solution must first be converted to the relative frame of the interior solution before it is sampled. In either case, the nonreflecting analysis will give the same result since the factorω − k z v θ remains the same in each frame of reference. Note also that if the corresponding Fourier coefficient obtained in the interior is not available on the exterior side, we setq ext = 0. The flow perturbations in Eq. (24) may also be expressed as a linear combination of the waves in Eq. (7) as follows
Here, the vectors α int and α ext contain the amplitudes of each individual wave and the notation T(r) is used to indicate that T varies with r. The mean flow state used to calculate T(r) is further defined as
By equating Eqs. (24) and (26) we obtain the following relationŝ
in which the axial dependence of the waves have been absorbed into the amplitude vectors by defining α * int = α int e −ik x x int and α * ext = α ext e −ik x x ext . These new amplitudes may be obtained by pre-multiplying Eq. (28) by T −1 (r)
The purpose of the nonreflecting interface is now to specify a new exterior state which contains the outgoing waves taken from the interior plus the incoming waves taken from the exterior. This will drive the interior solution towards a state that only contains inwards propagating waves that exist at the exterior. This yields a perfectly nonreflecting interface in cases when the flow at the interface obeys Eq. (5). In other cases, the converged solution at the interface will attain a state which causes some reflections due to the fact that the interior solution contains waves that are not described by Eq. (5), thus making the decomposition into incoming and outgoing waves incomplete. A detailed description of how the absorbing exterior state is constructed is provided below. Note that we have split the description into two parts, one regarding the non-zero Fourier coefficients (for which ω and k z are both not zero at the same time) and one for the mean flow.
Non-zero Fourier Coefficients
The algorithm for constructing a nonreflecting exterior state for the non-zero time-azimuthal Fourier coefficients is presented as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is executed once for each Fourier coefficient (corresponding to a certain pair of ω and k z ) at each radial location on both sides of the interface. Before it can be executed the Fourier coefficients on both sides of the interface must be calculated for all radial locations and, in cases the grid nodes do not match in the radial direction, also be interpolated so that an exterior solution at the same radial location as the interior solution is available. If no Fourier coefficient is available from the other side of the interface,q ext is set to the zero vector. In addition to this, the x-component of the face normal for the interior face (n = n · e x /||n · e x ||), a representative length of the cell closest to the interface (∆x) and a number that represents the minimum number of points per wavelength (N) required for convected waves to be included in the analysis, must be supplied to the algorithm. The parameters supplied to Algorithm 1 are also illustrated in Fig. 1 . In G3D::Flow, boundary conditions are specified using two ghost cell layers. Consequently, the output of the algorithm is a new time-azimuthal Fourier coefficient that defines a nonreflecting exterior state for the first (q abs (x 1 )) and second (q abs (x 2 )) ghost cell layer. These coefficients will later be converted to primitive variables using Eq. (3) in order to compute the flux which will be added to the interior cells at that radial location. Some important steps of Algorithm 1 will now be explained in more detail.
In step 3 of Algorithm 1 the convected waves are only included in the analysis if their axial wave number is sufficiently small. This check is included since k x,1 is proportional to the reciprocal of v x and thus can grow very large in regions with low velocities, such as close to walls. This will in turn yield large oscillations in the modal amplitudes of the waves when they are phase-shifted to the locations of the ghost cells in step 7 or 12, which in turn could result in numerical instabilities. The limit on the axial wave number depends on the factor N, which should represent the minimum number of points per wavelength necessary for the numerical scheme employed to not cause excessive numerical dissipation. As
Algorithm 1 Construction of Nonreflecting Interface for Nonzero Time-Azimuthal Fourier Coefficients
Input:q int (x int , r),q ext (x ext , r), q(r), ω, k z , ε > 0, n, ∆x > 0, N Output:q abs (x l ), l = 1, 2 1: Calculate the modified frequency (ω) according to Eq. (20) 2: Calculate the axial wavenumber for the convected waves (k x,1 ) according to Eq. (11) 3: if Re(k x,1 )∆x < 2π/N then 4: if v x n > 0 then 5: Calculate the modal amplitudes of the outgoing convected waves (α * int [1 : 3] ) from the interior solution according to Eq. (29) 6: for l = 1 to 2 do 7:
end for 9: else 10: Calculate the modal amplitudes of the incoming convected waves (α * ext [1 : 3] ) from the exterior solution according to Eq. (29) 11: for l = 1 to 2 do 12:
end for 14: end if 15 : end if 16: Calculate the axial wave numbers for the acoustic waves (k x,4 , k x,5 ) according to Eq. (14) 17: if Im(k x,4 )n > 0 then 18: Switch k x,4 and k x,5 so that k x,4 and k x,5 represent the outgoing and incoming acoustic wave respectively 19: end if 20: Calculate the modal amplitude of the outgoing acoustic wave (α * int [4] ) from the interior solution according to Eq. (29) 21 : for l = 1 to 2 do 22: α * abs [4] [l] = α * int [4] e −i(k x,4 ∆x)nl 23: end for 24: Calculate the modal amplitude of the incoming acoustic wave (α * ext [5] ) from the exterior solution according to Eq. (29) 25: for l = 1 to 2 do 26: α * abs [5] [l] = α * ext [5] e −i(k x,5 ∆x)n(l−1) 27: end for 28: for l = 1 to 2 do 29:q abs (x l ) = T(r)α * abs [1 : 5] [l] 30: end for such, only convected waves which are are not resolved properly by the computational mesh will be excluded from the nonreflecting analysis, and step 3 of Algorithm 1 is therefore not expected to yield any significant errors. Note that the phase-shift employed here only is necessary for cell-centered solvers, since for a node centered scheme the information is already available at the boundary [17] .
In step 17 of Algorithm 1 a check is made to determine if the first acoustic wave is incoming. If this is true, a sorting step is performed so that k x,4 and k x,5 represent the outgoing and incoming acoustic wave for the remainder of the algorithm. Due to the definition of the eigenvectors in Eqs. (22) and (23), this will also cause the fourth and fifth column/row in T(r) and T −1 (r) to represent the outgoing and incoming wave as well.
The implementation of Algorithm 1 in G3D::Flow was found to cause numerical instabilities for some cases. Typically, it was found that when either a vorticity wave or an acoustic wave impinged on the interface a slowly growing instability was formed which eventually caused the solution to diverge, even in cases when the solution appeared to converge well at the onset of the iteration process. Further investigation revealed that the instability caused a flow field which resembled a cut-off wave. This lead the authors to implement a fix which excludes waves that are strongly damped (large imaginary part of acoustic wave numbers) from the analysis. This was found to help convergence considerably, although residuals approaching machine-zero were never obtained in cases containing vorticity or acoustic waves. In addition, simulations employing less dissipative schemes that the third order upwind scheme used in this work were found to not converge even when the fix was employed. It is therefore believed that the currently proposed implementation of the interface in which the incoming waves are directly prescribed is ill-posed when a pseudo-time evolution process is used to converge the residual, as is done in G3D::Flow. This hypothesis is consistent with what has been suggested previously by other authors [1, 7] .
Mean Flow
As mentioned earlier the mean flow is not treated by the nonreflecting analysis presented in the previous sections. Instead, 1D characteristic analysis is used to decompose the zeroth time-azimuthal Fourier coefficients obtained on both sides of the interface into incoming and outgoing characteristic variables. After this, the outgoing characteristic variables from the interior, extrapolated to the location of the ghost cells, and the incoming characteristic variables from the exterior are combined to form a new set of characteristic variables. This new set can finally be transformed back to obtain a new time-azimuthal Fourier coefficient for the zeroth mode which defines the nonreflecting mean flow state at the exterior. It should be emphasized that this approach for handling the mean flow not is conservative.
IV. Results
A. Propagation of Waves in a Two Dimensional Cascade
As stated previously the purpose of the blade row interface presented in this work is to ensure that waves impinging on the interface do not reflect and, in cases when the waves are resolved on the other side of the interface, also make sure that they continue to propagate in the adjacent blade row. To test this, a two dimensional cascade consisting of three sub-domains, among which the middle one is translating in the positive y-direction, was constructed as shown in Fig. 2 . Nonreflecting blade row interfaces were placed at the connections between the sub-domains. A downstream traveling wave is then excited at the upstream interface and allowed to propagate through the second sub-domain until it reaches the downstream interface. At this interface, the modal amplitudes of all incoming waves are explicitly set to zero on both sides. This way, the interface will act as a nonreflecting boundary condition and prevent the wave from being transmitted to the third sub-domain. After verifying that this works for all convected waves and a cut-on acoustic wave traveling downstream, we mirror the situation and perform the same analysis for a cut-on acoustic wave traveling upstream. Finally, we also rerun the simulation for the cut-on acoustic wave traveling downstream without setting the modal amplitudes to zero at the downstream interface in order to ensure that waves are properly transmitted across it. In this case we also employ a buffer layer as indicated by the shaded region in Fig. 2 to damp out the wave before it reaches the outlet and cause any reflections. Details on the implementation of the buffer layer is presented in [18] .
In all simulations the flow is modeled using the nonlinear Euler equations coupled with an ideal gas equation of state and the thermodynamic properties are taken to be those of air. Inviscid fluxes are computed by upwinding 1D characteristic variables to the cell faces using a third-order accurate scheme [19] . Further details on the computational setup are provided in Table 2 . The frequency and azimuthal wave number provided in this table have been calculated based on the two dimensional forms of Eqs. (25) and (1), which read as follows
Here, P and v d represent the pitch and the translational velocity of the blade row. All simulations performed in this work have been run with n = 2 and k = −1 in Eq. (30) which means that the translational velocity becomes the sole variable determining the frequency. Also note that the frequencies reported in Table 2 are valid for the wave in the absolute frame of reference. The corresponding frequencies in the relative frame of reference of the second sub-domain may be calculated as ω k,2 = −k
. It should also be noted that the azimuthal wave number used does not yield waves which are periodic in the y-direction with the same period as the pitch of the blade row. To account for this, phase shifted periodic boundary conditions are employed at the pitchwise boundaries [11, 20] .
The pressure perturbations caused by a cut-on acoustic wave propagating downstream is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the case when the wave is absorbed at the downstream interface (3a) and when the wave is transmitted across the interface (3b). The two pictures appear identical and show no signs of unphysical reflections or distortion of the wave close to the downstream interface. In order to get more details on the performance of the interface the flow fields obtained for the waves defined in Table 2 were also extracted along an axial line going through the second sub-domain. These results have then been compared against the corresponding analytical solution to verify that the waves are properly imposed, propagated, and absorbed.
Results obtained for the entropy wave are presented in Fig. 4 . From this figure it can be seen that the numerical and analytical solutions agree very well and that no signs of reflections can be seen at the downstream interface located at x = 9m. Furthermore, no perturbations in the other flow field variables were observed in the simulation, which shows that the implementation indeed excites and absorbs the entropy wave correctly.
Next, the velocity perturbations caused by the axial-circumferential vorticity wave is presented in Fig. 5 . Once again, the agreement between the numerical and analytical solution is very good for both the axial and tangential velocity component. This shows that the code handles vorticity waves correctly as well. At this point it must however be pointed out that convergence only could be reached if strongly damped acoustic waves were excluded in the analysis. The fact that this problem occurs when a vorticity wave is simulated may be connected to the fact that a velocity perturbation can yield a non-zero amplitude for an acoustic wave in Eq. (29) if the velocity perturbation does not stem from a pure vorticity wave. At the onset of the iteration process, such a velocity perturbation may very well exist in the flow, which could explain why the seemingly unstable acoustic waves were excited at the interface.
The perturbations in axial velocity and pressure induced by the downstream traveling acoustic wave are presented in Fig. 6 . The agreement between the numerical and analytical results is once again very good, with only small deviations appearing close to the downstream interface. These deviations are partly due to the dissipation and dispersion introduced by the numerical scheme, and probably also partly be due to the suspected ill-posedness of the chosen implementation strategy.
Larger numerical dissipation and dispersion errors are seen in Fig. 7 for the cut-on acoustic wave traveling upstream. This result is expected since the upstream traveling wave has a significantly shorter wave length compared to the downstream traveling one in Fig. 6 . Despite this, the numerical results are in good agreement with respect to the amplitude and phase of both the axial velocity and pressure perturbations.
Finally, the results obtained for the downstream traveling acoustic wave when the downstream interface allows the wave to propagate through is presented in Fig. 8 . Most importantly, it can be seen that the wave propagates without getting distorted or reflected past the position of the interface at x = 9m. This shows that the mode matching indeed works correctly. Table 1 . Table 1 Size of computational domain presented in Fig. 2 . 
V. Conclusion
In this work a nonreflecting rotor-stator interface for steady and unsteady simulations in axial turbomachines has been presented and verified for a two dimensional flow in a straight cascade. The nonreflecting interface is constructed by projecting the flow close to the interface onto incoming and outgoing waves satisfying the linearized Euler equations, as was originally propsed by Giles [6, 7] for two dimensional flows. In this work we also adopt the extension of Giles method to three dimensional flows proposed by Saxer and Giles [9] , often referred to as the Quasi-Three-Dimensional approach. In addition to this, we have adopted the regularization proposed by Frey et al. [16] which ensures that waves corresponding to acoustic resonance are not allowed to exist. Our final implementation is to some extent similar to the work reported by Robens et al. [17] in which phase shifting of the waves from the interior cells is employed to obtain a definition of the exterior solution. The eigenvectors, which scale the perturbations of the primitive flow variables induced by the corresponding wave, have in this work been chosen to be the same as those reported by Kersken et al. [14] .
Two dimensional wave propagation along a straight cascade, inside which two nonreflecting interfaces were placed, was chosen to verify the implementation. The results obtained from the verification revealed that the interface does not yield any visible reflections if two dimensional waves impinge on it, and that waves that are resolved on both sides of the interface can pass across it without becoming distorted. Simulations including vorticity and acoustic waves also showed a slowly growing instability which eventually caused the simulations to diverge. This problem was partially solved by excluding acoustic waves that were strongly damped from the nonreflecting analysis, as has previously been done by Olausson [5] . It is believed that the cause of the instability is that incoming waves are directly set equal to the exterior state or zero in order to enforce a nonreflecting state at the interface. This may in turn yield an ill-posed problem when a pseudo time iteration process is used to converge the residual [7] , as is done in this work. The solution proposed in [7] to deal with this is to reformulate the nonreflecting condition in terms of a condition on the 1D characteristic variables. This approach has been used successfully by other authors employing a pseudo time iteration solver [1, 14, 21] and will therefore likely be investigated further in future work. In addition to this, the interface will be extended to become conservative by employing a different treatment of the mean flow similar to what has been done previously by e.g. Saxer and Giles [9] and Frey et al. [22] .
Although the verification case investigated is this work was restricted to unsteady wave propagation in two dimensions, the theory covered in this work can be applied to both steady and unsteady simulations in three-dimensional axial turbomachines without modification. The theory is also directly applicable for formulating nonreflecting inlet and outlet boundary conditions. In these cases, however, the mean flow should once again be handled differently dependent on the type of mean flow boundary condition that is enforced at the boundary.
